Introduction {#Sec1}
============

*Klebsiella pneumonia*e is a Gram negative, non-motile and rod-shaped bacterium. The genus *Klebsiella* is a member of the family Enterobacteriaceae which causes a wide range of infections. To date, 7 known species of *Klebsiella* which had shown DNA homology had been identified. These are *Klebsiella pneumoniae, Klebsiella ozaenae, Klebsiella rhinoscleromatis*, *Klebsiella oxytoca, Klebsiella planticola, Klebsiella terrigena*, and *Klebsiella ornithinolytica*. *Klebsiella pneumoniae* is one of the most medically important species of the group \[[@CR15]\]. *K pneumoniae* is known as an opportunistic pathogen found in the environment and in mammalian mucosal surfaces. They appeared as normal flora of the intestinal tract but usually low in number compared to *Escherichia coli* \[[@CR38]\]. Generally, *K. pneumoniae* infections tend to occur in patient with a weakened immune system and people with underlying diseases \[[@CR14]\]. The principal pathogenic reservoirs of infection are the gastrointestinal tract of patients and the hands of hospital personnel. These infections can spread rapidly, often leading to nosocomial outbreaks which can be fatal. Studies conducted in Asia estimate that the incidence rate in elderly persons to be 15--40% \[[@CR18], [@CR27], [@CR35]\], which is equal to or greater than that of *Haemophilus influenzae* and the occurrences are far more common in Asia than elsewhere \[[@CR15]\]. Although the incidents of community acquired *K. pneumoniae* has apparently decreased, the mortality rate remains significant as a result of other underlying disease(s) that tend(s) to be aggressively present in the affected patient \[[@CR21]\] including alcoholics \[[@CR13]\] despite optimal medical treatment \[[@CR6]\]. These rapid incidences deserved to be investigated, understood and delineated.

Recently, genome sequencing determination for the complete genome of *K. pneumoniae* MGH 78578 was completed in 2007 by Genome Research Center of Washington University of St. Louise \[[@CR26]\]. It consists of about 5 million of nucleotides and a total of 4,894 genes and out of that, 4,776 genes encode proteins. Further analysis showed that from the 4,776 protein coding genes, there are about 20% of the genes which are annotated poorly and are classified as hypothetical genes. In theory, these hypothetical genes (nucleic acid sequence) are eventually translated into proteins known as hypothetical proteins. In addition, these hypothetical proteins have not shown to exist by experimental protein evidence. They also normally have low sequence identity to known annotated proteins and majority of the functional aspect of these proteins are not known \[[@CR19]\]. It is therefore worth to predict their structures which give clues to the functions of these proteins in the view of the fact that they are coded by 20% of genes in the genome of *K. pneumoniae.* In this study we aimed to analyze and interrogate these proteins via computational approach to give us insight of their possible function and mechanisms.

There are a total of 1,003 hypothetical proteins in *K. pneumoniae* MGH 78578, of which one that is the focus of our discussion has been assigned as KPN00728 (gi: 152969292) (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Recently, a revision of the genome map of this organism assigned the function of KPN00729 as 'provisionally Chain D of Succinate dehydrogenase'. When we started this work, (from December 2007 to July 2008) this protein along with KPN00728 were classified as hypothetical proteins. To date, although the function of KPN00729 is provisionally known, the structure of this protein is yet to be determined. KPN00728 and KPN00729 have 91 and 115 amino acids, respectively. BLAST result showed that both of them have more than 90% sequence identity with Succinate dehydrogenase of Enterobacteriaceae family. Since it is believed that the function of an unknown protein can be inferred from other known homologous proteins based on their sequence and structure similarity, therefore, we postulated that these hypothetical are subunits of Succinate dehydrogenase enzyme.Table 1Sequence identity and similarity between KPN00728 and KPN00729 and available templates obtained from BLAST search against PDBIDSignificant hit*E*-valueSI (%)^a^SS (%)^b^OrganismProtein functionRef**KPN00728Complex II (Succinate dehydrogenase) from*E. coli*with Ubiquinone bound: 1NEK chain C8e-429095*E. coli*SDH**\[[@CR43]\]Complex II (Succinate dehydrogenase from *E. coli* with Dinitrophenol-17 inhibitor co-crystallized at the ubiquinone binding site: 1NEN chain C8e-429095*E. coli*SDH\[[@CR43]\]Complex II (Succinate dehydrogenase from *E. coli* with Atpenin A5 inhibitor co-crystallized at the ubiquinone binding site: 2ACZ Chain C8e-429095*E. coli*SDH\[[@CR10]\]**KPN00729Complex II (Succinate dehydrogenase) from*E. coli*with Ubiquinone bound: 1NEK chain D5e-489095*E. coli*SDH**\[[@CR43]\]Complex II (Succinate dehydrogenase from *E. coli* with Dinitrophenol-17 inhibitor co-crystallized at the ubiquinone binding site 1NEN chain D5e-489095*E. coli*SDH\[[@CR43]\]Complex II (Succinate dehydrogenase from *E. coli* with Atpenin A5 inhibitor co-crystallized at the ubiquinone binding site 2ACZ Chain D5e-489095*E. coli*SDH\[[@CR10]\]The significant hits which are in bold for both KPN00728 and KPN00729 were selected as the template or the structure modeling^a^Sequence identity^b^Sequence similarity

Succinate dehydrogenase plays an important role in the aerobic respiratory chain and Krebs cycle in both eukaryotic and prokaryotic organisms (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In general, it is encoded by four different genes namely *SdhA*, *SdhB*, *SdhC* and *SdhD*, respectively. It is believed that the mutation of human genes encoding Succinate dehydrogenase subunits leads to cancer and aging although this rarely happen \[[@CR32]\]. However, no details of this mechanism have been reported so far. Inhibition of Succinate dehydrogenase by carboxin and thenoyltrifluoroacetone in Krebs cycle results in total termination of respiration in the pathway \[[@CR20]\]. This is known as metabolic poisoning which can be fatal for both eukaryotic and prokaryotic organisms.Fig. 1An overview of Krebs cycles. The section (highlighted in *red*) shows the catalytic scheme of Succinate dehydrogenase. Succinate is oxidized into fumarate, converting FAD to FADH~2~ which facilitates electron transfer to ubiquinone and form QH~2~

Succinate dehydrogenase comprising of four chains structurally contribute to a heterotetramer complex \[[@CR16]\]. It is divided into three domains: Chain A-SdhA (catalytic domain), Chain B-SdhB (electron transfer subunit) and Chain C-SdhC and Chain D-SdhD (heme binding domain). The first two domains or chains are located in the matrix of the mitochondria. The third domain \[composed of Chain C (SdhC) and D (SdhD)\] forms dimeric membrane unit anchored together with a heme group at the transmembrane of the mitochondria. *SdhA* and *SdhB* have shown hydrophilic characteristic where they are attached to the inner cytoplasmic surface of the membrane \[[@CR39]\]. Both SdhA and SdhB were found to interact with the hydrophobic subunit of SdhC and SdhD \[[@CR39]\]. It is observed that SdhA and SdhB are more structurally conserved and have higher sequence similarity \[[@CR39]\] but SdhC and SdhD have higher sequence variation amongst organisms in the same family of Succinate dehydrogenase \[[@CR39]\]. It is interesting to note here, that the genome map of *K. pneumonia* MGH78578 failed to reveal the sequence of SdhC and only recently assigned KPN00729 as SdhD which led us to believe the protein is coded as hypothetical protein.

In this work, we present results from computational approaches to determine the structure of KPN00729 and hypothetical protein KPN00728 from *K. pneumoniae* MGH 78578 in order to elucidate the function of KPN00728. This is intriguing from the fact that this protein actually shared \~90% sequence identity with Sdhs from other microorganisms. Sequence analysis of the genome revealed that there might be a missing region representing 38 translated amino acid residues in KPN00728 which are important for the protein to function as Succinate dehydrogenase. 1NEK, crystal structure of Succinate dehydrogenase from *E. coli* was selected as the template for homology modeling. From the predicted structure of both proteins, we found that the built model showed similar structural features with the template used (that from *E. coli*) in terms of its transmembrane (TM) topology and their secondary structural arrangement. Binding of ubiquinone at the active site was also observed from docking simulations performed on the built model. This feature helped to distinguish Succinate dehydrogenase Chain C and D from other peptide function. In addition, we observed that the active site was active during docking simulation. Possible hydrogen bond is postulated to exist between O1 of ubiquinone and Tyr83 from KPN00729 similar to what observed with the binding of ubiquinone in the crystal structure of Succinate dehydrogenase from *E. coli* \[[@CR10]\]. This allowed us to make a hypothesis on the structure--function relationship for both of the selected proteins (KPN00729 and the HP, KPN00728) from *K. pneumoniae* MGH78578,

Computational Methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Common bioinformatics computational approach that combines database search, comparative homology modeling and docking simulation were employed in our quest to predict the structure and function of KPN00728 and KPN00729. The complete genome of *K. pneumoniae* subsp. *pneumoniae* MGH 78578 was obtained from NCBI database (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites>). Primary sequence of these proteins was used to search through the non-redundant database BLAST local alignment tool \[[@CR1]\]. KPN00728 and KPN00729 were further searched against Protein Data Bank (PDB) \[[@CR3]\] with BLAST. Multiple sequence alignment within members of Enterobacteriaceae was performed using CLUSTAL-W program \[[@CR37]\]. Based on the sequence identity obtained form BLAST and ClustalW results for both proteins, Succinate dehydrogenase Chain C and D from *E. coli* (PDB id: 1NEK Chain C and D) were then selected as the template for structure prediction of KPN00728 and KPN00729.

Next, three dimensional (3D) models for KPN00728 and KPN00729 were built using MODELLER 9 version 2 \[[@CR33]\]. 20 models were generated randomly. 1NEK Chain C was used as the template for KPN00728 and 1NEK Chain D was used as the template for KPN00729. Subsequently, the best model with the highest Discrete Optimized Potential Energy (DOPE) score was chosen. To further eliminate unfavorable contacts and steric clashes, the built model underwent 2,000 cycles of energy minimization using Sander module in Amber 8 program package \[[@CR7], [@CR31]\]. Verification of the best model was done using PROCHECK Ramachandran plot \[[@CR17]\]. MGenthreader secondary prediction tool by Jones and co-workers \[[@CR12]\] and STRIDE \[[@CR9]\] were used for secondary structure prediction \[[@CR23]\]. Comparison between 1NEK Chain C and D with built model on the transmembrane segment were performed using Toppred web server \[[@CR40]\].

Docking of ubiquinone to the putative Succinate dehydrogenase Chain C and D was performed using AutoDock 3.0.5 software \[[@CR25]\]. The polar hydrogen atoms, Kollman-amber united atom partial charges and solvation parameters were added on the built model with the aid of AutoDock tools. Partial charges of ubiquinone were assigned with Gasteiger charges. Non-polar hydrogen atoms of ubiquinone were merged and 7 rotatable bonds were assigned. Grid map of 40 × 40 × 40 grid points and 0.375 Å spacing were generated using Autogrid3 \[[@CR25]\] program and centered around the potential binding site. Molecular docking simulation was carried out using Lamarckian genetic algorithm and the Solis and Wets local search method \[[@CR34]\] with Autodock 3.0.5 \[[@CR25]\]. A total of 300 runs with 250 population size, root mean square tolerance 1.0 Å were set for the docking simulation. The lowest docked energy of each conformation in the most populated cluster was selected.

Results and Discussions {#Sec3}
=======================

Selection of Template {#Sec4}
---------------------

For selection of an appropriate template, KPN00728 and KPN00729 underwent a local alignment search against the non-redundant database using BLAST tool. The result yielded remarkable similarity with Succinate dehydrogenase subunit C and D for other microorganisms with indication of *E*-value above the threshold (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). From the result, sequence identity for KPN00728 and KPN00729 with *E. coli* are ranked second and fifth, respectively, from the top 10 hits showed in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Subsequently, both proteins were further searched against PDB using BLAST. Results showed sequences of KPN00728 (gi: 152969292) and KPN00729 (gi: 152969293) recorded 90.5% sequence identity with that of Succinate dehydrogenase group of *E. coli* (PDB id: 1NEK). In addition, the *E*-values are above the threshold values with those of *E. coli* Succinate dehydrogenase (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Complex II (Succinate dehydrogenase) from *E. coli* with Ubiquinone bound (PDB id: 1NEK), Complex II (Succinate dehydrogenase) from *E. coli* with Dinitrophenol-17 inhibitor co-crystallized at the ubiquinone binding site (PDB id: 1NEN) and Complex II (Succinate dehydrogenase) from *E. coli* with Atpenin A5 inhibitor co-crystallized at the ubiquinone binding site (PDB id: 2ACZ) have the same sequence but the structures were solved crystallographically with different interacting ligand (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Based on both BLAST results and the fact that Succinate dehydrogenase from *E. coli* is the only current available crystal structures, 1NEK was selected as the template for subsequent modeling for KPN00728 and KPN00729. In addition, it has the best crystallographic resolution amongst those Succinate dehydrogenase solved for *E. coli*. \[[@CR43]\].Table 2BLAST search result with different organismAccession numberTitle/functionOrganismSI (%)^a^SS (%)^b^*E*-valueKPN00728Gb:AAO39685.1Succinate dehydrogenase cytochrome b-556 subunit; SdhC*Enterobacter cloacae*87962e-39Ref:NP_286437Succinate dehydrogenase cytochrome b556 large membrane subunit*Escherichia coli* O157:H7 EDL93390952e-39Ref:YP_001453991Succinate dehydrogenase cytochrome b556 large membrane subunit*Citrobacter koseri* ATCC BAA-89590954e-39Ref:YP_688171.1Succinate dehydrogenase cytochrome b556 large membrane subunit*Shigella flexneri* 5 str. 840189959e-39Ref:NP_455288.1Succinate dehydrogenase cytochrome b556 large membrane subunit*Salmonella enterica s*ubsp. *enterica serovar Typhi* str. CT1886932e-38Ref:ZP_0203463.1Succinate dehydrogenase, cytochrome b556 subunit*Escherichia albertii* TW0762790953e-38Ref:YP_049463.1Succinate dehydrogenase cytochrome b556 large membrane subunit*Pectobacterium atrosepticum* SCRI104380903e-34Ref:ZP_00828037.1Succinate dehydrogenase/fumarate reductase, cytochrome B subunit*Yersinia frederiksenii* ATCC 3364172908e-32Ref:ZP_02959665.1Hypothetical protein PROSTU_01551*Providencia stuartii* ATCC 2582773861e-31Ref:YP_454552.1Succinate dehydrogenase cytochrome b556 large membrane subunit*Sodalis glossinidius* str. 'morsitans'72886e-31KPN00729Ref:YP_001175955Succinate dehydrogenase cytochrome b556 small membrane subunit \[*Enterobacter* sp. 638\]*Enterobacter* sp. 638\]88959e-52Ref:YP_001453990.1Succinate dehydrogenase cytochrome b556 small membrane subunit*Citrobacter koseri* ATCC BAA-89588964e-51Gb:AAO39686.1Succinate dehydrogenase hydrophobic membrane anchor protein:SdhD*Enterobacter cloacae*87945e-51Ref:ZP_02903524.1Succinate dehydrogenase, hydrophobic membrane anchor protein*Escherichia albertii* TW0762787931e-49Ref:YP_001438701.1Succinate dehydrogenase cytochrome b556 small membrane subunit*Enterobacter sakazakii* ATCC BAA-89483932e-48Ref:NP_415250.1Succinate dehydrogenase, membrane subunit, binds cytochrome b556*Escherichia coli* str. K-12 substr. MG165590952e-45Ref:NP455289.1Succinate dehydrogenase cytochrome b556 small membrane subunit*Salmonella enterica* subsp. *enterica serovar Typhi* str. CT1888953e-45Ref:YP_001879377.1Succinate dehydrogenase, hydrophobic membrane anchor protein*Shigella boydii* CDC 3083-9489944e-45Ref:YP049464.1Succinate dehydrogenase cytochrome b556 small membrane subunit*Acterium atrosepticum* SCRI104373892e-43Ref:NP_928725.1Succinate dehydrogenase cytochrome b556 small membrane subunit*Photorhabdus luminescens* subsp. laumondii TTO171898e-42Ref:ZP_00825352.1Succinate dehydrogenase, hydrophobic anchor subunit*Yersinia mollaretii* ATCC 4396970896e-41Top 10 hits with different organisms from BLAST search against Non-Redundant database with KPN00728 and KPN00729^a^Sequence identity^b^Sequence similarity

Sequence and Structural Analysis {#Sec5}
--------------------------------

In the *K. pneumoniae* MGH78578 complete genome map, hypothetical proteins KPN00728 and KPN00729 were coded by two protein coding genes which are located from 818319 to 818594 and from 818588 to 818935, respectively (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). We found that the location of protein coding genes *sdhA* and *sdhB* encoding Succinate dehydrogenase catalytic subunit Chain A and Chain B are located after both protein coding genes that coded for KPN00728 and KPN00729 (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Since both KPN00728 and KPN00729 shared 90% sequence identity with Succinate dehydrogenase of *E. coli* (1NEK) as well as the location of the genes, we believe that KPN00728 and KPN00729 might be Chain C and Chain D of Succinate dehydrogenase.Table 3Location of the protein coding gene for KPN00728 and KPN00729 in the whole genome of *Klebsiella pneumoniae* MGH78578LocationLengthPIDCodeProduct818319--81859491152969292KPN00728Hypothetical protein818588--818935115152969293KPN00729SdhD818954--820701588152969294KPN00730SdhA820717--821433238152969295KPN00731SdhB

Nevertheless, the length of KPN00728 is 38 residues shorter than the chosen template (1NEK Chain C) (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). Iwata and co-workers \[[@CR10]\] suggested that Ser27 and Arg31 from Chain C of Succinate dehydrogenase of *E. coli* might have some interactions with ubiquinone at the binding site where ubiquinone is bound. Based on similar argument, we hypothesized that if those 38 residues are missing or do not exist, KPN00728 might not be able to interact with ubiquinone, as it requires the corresponding Ser27 (in *E. coli*) which is essential for the protein to play its role as a Succinate dehydrogenase. Thus, an effort was made to search for this region in the genome map of *K. pneumoniae* MGH78578*.*Fig. 2**a** Local alignment of KPN00728 with selected template 1NEK Chain C. KPN00728 aligned with 1NEK chain C starting at Residue 39. The sequence identity is 90.0%. **b** Sequence alignment of the newly found 1--38 residues of KPN00728. Local alignment of the newly found 1--38 residues of KPN00728 were done between the 1 and 38 residues of Succinate dehydrogenase from *E. coli*. There are three different residues (represented in *red*) between both of the proteins. The sequence identity of the newly found 1--38 residues as compared to *E. coli* is 92.3%

Referring to Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a and b, there are a total of 770 nucleotides before KPN00728 gene (red coloured region in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a) in which the feature is not being identified yet (white region in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). Translations were done from nucleotide to amino acids for 114 nucleotides at the beginning of KPN00728 gene in a reverse direction (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). From there, these translated 38 residues of amino acids were taken to perform a manual local alignment between the *E. coli* Succinate dehydrogenase Chain C from residues 1 to 38 (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c). Among these 38 residues, only 3 residues are different from each other and the sequence identity is 92% within these 38 residues (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). Residues which are involved in the interaction with the ubiquinone were shown to be conserved including the position of Ser27 and Arg31 in KPN00728. Based on this result, it strengthens the possibility further that KPN00728 and along with KPN00729 are indeed Succinate dehydrogenase Chain C and D, respectively.Fig. 3**a**--**c** Snapshots of *Klebsiella pneumoniae* MGH78578 complete genome map around the 817500--818500 nucleotides. Nucleotides that are not shaded (*white region*) namely none coding region in **b** are yet to be classified. The *pink shaded* nucleotides in **b** are classified as protein coding gene. Total of 117 nucleotides at the non coding region in the genome which *underlined* in *blue* at the *bottom* in 3C is suspected to belong to KPN00728 (a total 276 nucleotides = 91 residues of amino acids)

Multiple Sequence Alignment {#Sec6}
---------------------------

Multiple sequence alignment among 7 other Enterobacteriaceae was done for both KPN00728 (inclusive of the missing 38 residues) and KPN00729 (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The length of KPN00728 and KPN00729 are consistent with 7 other Enterobacter's Succinate dehydrogenase Chain C and D. Ser27 and Arg31 from KPN00728, Tyr83 from KPN00729 are found to be highly conserved among 7 other Succinate dehydrogenases from different Enterobacteriaceae. These three residues are deemed important for ubiquinone binding \[[@CR39]\]. Two His residues which are known to be centering around the heme group from Chain C and D of Succinate dehydrogenase \[[@CR36]\] have also been identified in both KPN00728 and KPN00729.Fig. 4Multiple sequence alignment of KPN00728 and KPN00729 with seven other members of the Enterobacterociae family. Ser27 and Arg31 in KPN00728 and Tyr83 in KPN00729 are highly conserved among the other seven enterobacters. Possible interactions with ubiquinone are found among these residues. His30, His84 and His91 from KPN00728 and His71 from KPN00729 are also highly conserved. These His residues were located closely with the heme group of Succinate dehydrogenase. These residues are postulated to be either directly or indirectly involved in the binding of heme group to KPN00728 and KPN00729. \* indicated as conserved regions

Model Building and Validation {#Sec7}
-----------------------------

Comparison of Succinate dehydrogenase (PDB: 1NEK) and both KPN00728 and KPN00729 showed some consistency in the built model. Root mean square deviation (RMSD) calculated between them gave the value of 3.91 Å (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). There are three helices from each Chain C and D of 1NEK and these were also observed in the built model. Furthermore, topology and the packing of six helices of both built model and 1NEK were similar (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). This showed that 1NEK Chain C and D are indeed appropriate templates for both proteins, respectively. The similarities of the helices length and transmembrane topology gave a deeper conviction that KPN00728 and KPN00729 are in fact, the suspected Succinate dehydrogenase Chain C and D, respectively.Fig. 5The major deviation of both template and built model structures (1 NEK chain C and D in *red*, built model in *blue*) is at the N-terminal region (1--21 residues) of the postulated chain C which is located at the cytoplasm. The deviation at the helix bundle is not significant as shown aboveTable 4Topology and secondary structure comparison of 1NEK chain C and chain D with KPN00728 and KPN00729Secondary structureResidue number\
Start--End1NEK chain CKPN007281NEK chain DKPN00729Helix 122--5322--5312--3810--38 255--6555--6645--5343--51 368--9668--9655--8353--81 4103--128103--12888--11485--112Topology Cytoplasmic loop1--311--311--201--20 Transmembrane32--5232--5221--4121--41 External loop53--6153--6842--5842--58 Transmembrane62--8269--8959--7959--79 Cytoplasmic loop83--10890--10880--9480--94 Transmembrane109--129109--12995--11595--115Total of 4 helix regions had been identified among them. Similar arrangement of secondary structure topology is also shown between the 1 NEK (template) and KPN00728 and KPN00729

PROCHECK Ramachandran plot \[[@CR17]\] was used to check the stereochemical quality of the built model. PROCHECK result indicated that more than 97% of the residues have phi and psi angles falling in the most favored regions (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}). The overall *G*-factor quality was 0.2, indicating a good quality model (*G*-factor values between 0 to 0.5 are acceptable). The validity of the built model was further confirmed by using both PROCHECK and DOPE. DOPE energy score was comparable to that of the template (−32556.3 and −32339.1 for model and template, respectively).Table 5Comparison of Ramachandran scores for built model and template (1NEK chain C and from *E. coli*)Ramachandran plot (%)StructureBuilt model (*K. pneumoniae* MGH78578)1NEK chain C and D (*E. coli*)Core97.793.9Allowed2.35.6Generous0.00.5Disallowed0.00.0A total of 97.7 and 2.3% residues from the built model fall within the core and allowed regions. Validation of built model using Ramachandran plot had demonstrated better quality as compared to the 1NEK from *E. coli*

Docking of Ubiquinone {#Sec8}
---------------------

In general, Succinate dehydrogenase Chain A (SdhA) catalyzes oxidation of succinate to fumarate. The catalytic power of the enzyme gives rise to the proposals of ideas generating from transition state theory (TST), nuclear quantum mechanical effects (NQM) as discussed by Olsson et al. \[[@CR28]\]. These quantum studies have led to the understanding of kinetic isotope effect (KIE) using quantum mechanical methods as showed in Mavri et. al. and Meyer et. al. \[[@CR22], [@CR24]\], where their studies demonstrated interesting findings on the hydrogen transfer process in soybean lipoxygenase-1 (SLO-1). Although the catalytic activity with its isotope effect may apply to SDH, this and its rate constant are not studied here as it is out of the scope of the study.

Succinate dehydrogenase chain A contains a flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) cofactor that is covalently linked to a conserved His. Subsequently, FAD is reduced to FADH~2~ by losing two electrons in a process. Electrons from SdhA are transferred to SdhB via the iron sulfur cluster. These electrons are then transferred to ubiquinone which is bound to SdhC and SdhD, reducing it to ubiquinol (QH~2~) (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).There is a heme group in place between His residue from SdhC and Cys residue from SdhD each for *Saccharomyces cerevesiae* \[[@CR29]\]. Mutation of His46 and His113 residues in SdhC demonstrated reduction of ubiquinol formation but the mechanism is yet to be resolved \[[@CR30]\]. The present study showed that the SdhC and SdhD of Succinate dehydrogenase bind with a heme group and provide a binding site for ubiquinone. In *E. coli*, ubiquinone binding site in Succinate dehydrogenase namely Q-site is known to be mediated solely by hydrogen bonding between O1 carbonyl group of quinine (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) and the side chain of conserved tyrosine residue at the Chain D \[[@CR10]\]. It is also suggested by Iwata and co-workers \[[@CR10]\] that this tyrosine residue forms an additional hydrogen bond with Arg31 residue in Chain C. In addition, Ser27 in Chain C of Succinate dehydrogenase from *E. coli* is located at a position where interaction with O3 of ubiquinone might occur. This is also consistent with the conservation of Ser27 residues in Succinate dehydrogenase in all other organisms \[[@CR10]\] as shown in the multiple sequence alignment (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 6Structure of ubiquinone. Ubiquinone is labeled with the *numbering* of the *oxygen atom*

To date, all Succinate dehydrogenases identified contain at least one heme group and ubiquinone reduction site \[[@CR30]\]. There are also two histidine residues, His84 and His71 in the Chain C and D of the enzyme involved in heme binding \[[@CR30], [@CR42]\]. As shown in the result of multiple sequence alignment, a total of three His residues in KPN00728 and 1 in KPN00729 were found to be highly conserved among other species of Enterobacteriaceae (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In this study, the heme group that was docked onto the built model was found to have the same conformation arrangement as the one observed in the experimental data \[[@CR8], [@CR39]\]. Based on these observations, it was found that the His84 residue in Chain C and His71 residue in Chain D indeed played a role in heme axial ligand binding similar to that observed with the previous experiments (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 7Heme group was sandwiched between His84 (KPN00728) and His71 (KPN00729). Similar orientation of heme group is observed in the built model as the distance between His84 and His71 is 3.25 and 1.28 Å, respectively. The schematics licorice representation of the model is generated using VMD 1.8.5 \[[@CR11]\]

It is known that Succinate dehydrogenase in *E. coli* carries a ubiquinone by forming a direct hydrogen bond with O~H~ Tyr83 (Chain D). Previous reports showed that mutation of Ser27, Arg31 from Chain C and Tyr83 from Chain D of Succinate dehydrogenase of *E. coli* had shown a drastic defect in the conversion of ubiquinone to ubiquinol and a reduction in Succinate dehydrogenase physiological activities \[[@CR10], [@CR39], [@CR42], [@CR43]\]. Based on these observations, molecular docking simulation of ubiquinone at sites covering these neighbouring residues using different grid centres was performed to further ascertain that the built model has its function as a Succinate dehydrogenase.

Docking simulation showed that the most possible ubiquinone binding site was located at O~H~ of Tyr83 in KPN00729 (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Ubiquinone binds at the location where the distance of O1 ubiquinone is 2.58 Å away from the O~H~ of Tyr83 in KPN00729 (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). This resulted in a bond angle of 124.5° between O~H~ of Tyr83 and O1 of ubiquinone (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}) which are in agreement with previous experimental data \[[@CR10], [@CR39], [@CR43]\]. On the basis of these distances and angles, a hydrogen bond exists between O1 of ubiquinone and O~H~ of Tyr83 in which case the latter acts as a hydroxyl group donor while the former acts as the acceptor. This result strongly suggests that KPN00729 might potentially interact with ubiquinone by forming a possible hydrogen bond with the side chain of Tyr83 residue that acted as one of the interacting residues to facilitate ubiquinone binding, which correlated well with ubiquinone binding of Succinate dehydrogenase from *E. coli* \[[@CR39]\]. The docking result demonstrated that KPN00729 had preserved the functionality of ubiquinone binding, thus confirming it to be Chain D of Succinate dehydrogenase.Fig. 8Ubiquinone docking simulation with built model. Built model: KPN00728 (*red*) and KPN00729 (*blue*) in secondary structure presentation with heme group (*grey*). Ser27 (*green*) and Arg31 (*purple*) from KPN00728 and Tyr83 (*yellow*) from KPN00729 which are located at the ubiquinone (*ball and stick* representation) binding site is shown aboveFig. 9Close up snapshot of Ser27 and Arg31 from KPN00728 and Tyr 83 from KPN00729 with ubiquinone. The distance between UQO1 (*ball and stick* representation) and OH of Tyr83 (*yellow*) is 2.58 Å which is in agreement of hydrogen bond formation. Both Ser27 (*green*) and Arg31 (*purple*) lie closely with ubiquinone with less than 4 Å which might also contribute as a major structural component of the binding site of ubiquinone

Apart from Tyr83, Ser27 of Chain C was also previously suggested to play an important role in ubiquinone binding and reduction process \[[@CR42]\]. Mutation of this residue inflicts the cell growth in succinate and Succinate dehydrogenase prepared from these mutants cell showed low Succinate dehydrogenase activity and no sign of incorporation of ubiquinone at the mutated residue. Their result indicated that both hydroxyl group of Ser side chain are critical in ubiquinone binding \[[@CR42]\]. This is supported by \[[@CR39]\] that mutation of Ser27 residues in *E. coli* had diminished the reduction activity towards ubiquinone. Our results showed that O3 of ubiquinone was positioned at 2.86 Å from O~G~ of Ser27 KPN00728. This distance is adequate for a potential hydrogen bond to be formed. It had been reported by \[[@CR29]\] that ligation of Ser27 with O3 of ubiquinone increase the stability of semiubiquinone intermediate generated during catalytic cycle based on the theoretical model generated from 1NEK Succinate dehydrogenase X-ray structure. The position of O3 ubiquinone with O~G~ of Ser27 KPN00728 had demonstrated the potential as the hydrogen bonding partner and it might adopt similar characteristic as mentioned by Oyedotun and Lemire \[[@CR29]\]. Moreover, the multiple sequence alignment result had shown that Ser27 residue in KPN00728 is strictly conserved throughout all species of Enterobacteriaceae (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Based on these results, we postulated that Ser27 from KPN00728 in our built model is indeed an important residue that might serve in forming hydrogen bond with ubiquinone similar to the Ser27 residue of Chain C of *E. coli* Succinate dehydrogenase \[[@CR29], [@CR39], [@CR42]\].

In addition to the above two residues, the distance of O2 ubiquinone with N~H1~ of Arg31 from KPN00728 is 3.83 Å. This value is in proximity with the previous 3.1 Å value reported by Horsefield et al. \[[@CR10]\]. According to \[[@CR39]\] Arg31 from Chain C of *E. coli* Succinate dehydrogenase is a major structural component of ubiquinone binding site as it lies equidistant between the heme group and ubiquinone. In our built structure, similar arrangement of Arg31 of KPN00728 was observed where it was sandwiched between the heme group and ubiquinone (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}).

Further Discussion {#Sec9}
==================

Prior to July 2008, KPN00729 was still classified as a hypothetical protein along with 1,043 other proteins in *K. pneumoniae*. Interestingly, the current revised genome map of this organism has provisionally identified this protein as SdhD and the number of hypothetical proteins reduced from 1,044 (in December 2007) to 1,003 (Revision date 1 May 2009). Therefore, the genome map has now SdhA, SdhB and SdhD. It is known that the protein Succinate dehydrogenase is composed of four catalytic chains namely A, B, C and D. Albeit, all the four chains are needed to function as Succinate dehydrogenase. This poses a question as to where the Chain C of the enzyme is. Initially when the sequence of KPN00728 and KPN00729 were analyzed using BLAST search, potential templates (1NEK, 2ACZ and 1NEN) with \~90% sequence identity were obtained. This leads to another question as to why sequences with more than 90% sequence identity were classified as hypothetical proteins in the complete genome map of *Klebsiella* sp. while it should be functionally classified. Based on this, we revisited the genome map and we discovered that the complete genome of *Klebsiella* sp. already consists of three genes encoding Succinate dehydrogenase Chain A, B and D. KPN00728 and KPN00729 (postulated to be Chain C in this study and D as provisionally assigned function) are located prior to the genes encoded for Chain A and B in the genome map. This again, led to our postulation that these two proteins might actually be Chain C and D of Succinate dehydrogenase.

During BLAST search for KPN00728, there were 38 residues of amino acids missing in the beginning of the sequence when aligned to the templates: 1NEK, 2ACZ and 1NEN (which are Succinate dehydrogenase enzymes present in *E. coli*). Previous studies \[[@CR39], [@CR42], [@CR43]\] showed that this missing region (38 residues) contributed to the functionality of Succinate dehydrogenase. For this reason, we reanalyzed KPN00728 to look for the missing regions in the genome map. Reverse translation on KPN00728 nucleotide sequences with a total of 114 nucleotides at the start of the gene which can translate into 38 residues of amino acid was carried out. The translated 38 residues were found to be unsurprisingly almost identical to the residues 1-38 of 1NEK with 92% sequence identity. Together with the missing region and the original sequence of KPN00728, BLAST search was performed again and the sequence identity is \~90%. Although there is no improvement in terms of sequence identity, from the multiple sequence alignment result it showed that the missing region is highly conserved among other microorganisms. Furthermore, residues that are essential for the functionality as Succinate dehydrogenase such as Ser27 and Arg31 are found within this region (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). Thus, this further convinces us that KPN00728 might be the missing Chain C of the enzyme in question.

From our understanding, Chain C and D of Succinate dehydrogenase in general is anchored into the inner membrane of mitochondria as transmembrane region of this protein. In addition to this, in order for the Chains to be in the transmembrane region, it must require a polypeptide chain which can traverse into the membrane bilayer. This portion of the protein that is embedded in the bilayer must therefore have residues that are hydrophobic or not polar \[[@CR41]\]. Commonly, these residues form a coil, or helix, that is hydrophobic and therefore be stable within the bilayer \[[@CR2], [@CR5]\]. By analyzing our built homology model, besides the transmembrane topology and secondary structure which is consistent to the structure of 1NEK, we also found that a total of 80% of the polypeptide sequences of KPN00728 and KPN00729 formed helices. A bundle of eight helices made up from four helices in KPN00728 and KPN00729, respectively are found (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). The length of the secondary structure (helices bundles) is approximately 40 Å. This allow the structure to integrate into the membrane bilayer, which in general is within a thickness of 30 Å \[[@CR41]\].

In addition to this, we observed significant presence of amino acid residues such as Val and Leu in the model, situated very close to the transmembrane region similar to the observation reported elsewhere \[[@CR2]\]. In terms of hydrophobicity, there is more than 50 and 40% of amino acid residues in both KPN00728 and KPN00729, respectively that are hydrophobic. This is in agreement to the general rules of the transmembrane protein structure, where multiple helices with hydrophobic characteristic on the outer side are essential for the chain to anchor on the membrane as well as to maintain its stability \[[@CR4]\].

Moreover, sequence analysis showed the presence of conserved residues such as Ser and Arg from Chain C and Tyr from Chain D of Succinate dehydrogenase are involved in the binding of ubiquinone from other microorganisms (*E. coli* and *S. cerevisae*). They are also found to be located close to each other in our model. Both His residues from KPN00728 and KPN00729 were found to arrange themselves in almost axial position enabling the Heme group to sit comfortably between them. Furthermore from our molecular docking result, the formation of hydrogen bonds between ubiquinone with both proteins support our postulation of KPN00728 as the chain C and further proved that KPN00729 is in fact Chain D of Succinate dehydrogenase in *Klebsiella pneumoniae* MGH78578.

In addition, they have high sequence identity with Succinate dehydrogenase from other organisms. From the genome analysis, we managed to find the conserved residues within the missing region which is critical for ubiquinone binding. The transmembrane analysis of the developed homology model showed an agreement with the secondary structure profile of the Chains C and D of the enzyme certainly convince us that both proteins are indeed part of Succinate dehydrogenase. All in all, the missing genomic region of KPN00728 is possibly the most important reason why this protein is still classified as hypothetical protein (KPN00729 is reclassified provisionally as SdhD on July 2008). Inclusion of this region in the protein, supported by all the sequence analysis and molecular modeling results, has yielded conclusive evidence that it is in effect Chain C of Succinate dehydrogenase.

Conclusions {#Sec10}
===========

In this work, a combination of genome analysis, protein sequence analysis, structural modeling and molecular docking simulation approaches were employed to provide an understanding of the possible functions and characteristics of hypothetical proteins with unknown structure and biochemical function. In this present study, we have discovered that both KPN00728 shares similarity in terms of functions and characteristic to Succinate dehydrogenase of *E. coli*. Ser27 and Arg31 from KPN00728 which are highly conserved within this region had demonstrated an important role in binding of ubiquinone in Succinate dehydrogenase. Formations of hydrogen bonds between ubiquinone with Ser27, Arg31 and Tyr84 from KPN00728 and KPN00729 further implied that these two proteins had the functionality of ubiquinone binding, thus increasing the possibility of them being Chain C and D of Succinate dehydrogenase. The work presented above thus answer the question as to where the missing Chain C of Succinate dehydrogenase is and the analysis have provided an answer beyond doubt that KPN00728 is the missing Chain C of Sdh. Succinate dehydrogenase is very important in all living things and in prokaryote they consist of four chains or subunits to function in the Krebs cycle. It is hoped that this work will serve as a stimulant for further structure to function characterization of hypothetical proteins.
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